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Great to see ODN statistics and covering expectations and plans
Very positive and encouraging. Explanation of
data very good
Helpful to see how the network is managing
and diversity of approaches
Informative
Always good!
Interesting and very relevant. Thought provoking and initiated some good discussion
Useful for context
Really positive and helpful

Excellent!
Very informative and detailed. Will look into how badger
imputers are using the service and whether our numbers
are correct
Very good overview/ Very good information on the work
done and changes
Useful information for context
Interesting
Good presentation discussing challenges but also solutions
Good strategic oversight
Good historical perspective start to the day
Interesting overview and commenced the day on a positive vibe
Excellent presentation. Great work and highlights the
importance of ATAIN

Julia Cooper and Rosie Bates
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Going to use idea of auditing number of elective >39+ as ours have dropped radically
Very interesting. We have found some things,
especially around timing of births and electives
Very interesting and informative
Some good ideas/ interventions to learn from.
Some aspects of the presentation were a little
confusing. I could not always see what the
implication or the intervention was
Great ideas to take away for our unit

Found it difficult to hear would be interested to know more
Lots of good ideas
Clear and well presented
A little too much detail about local issues
Case study- good presentation to clarify process
Scorecard is a good idea
Some of the speakers have soft voices so unable to hear them

Rosie was wonderful
Excellent progress
Impressive work, clearly presented and inspiring.
Thank you
A big journey from nothing
Interesting to see the process, starting from nothing and speed implemented
Good story of TC journey success
Good explanation on how they got to where they
are!

Amanda Blake and Esther Tylee









Well done Bedford. Atlas of shared learning. Wow!
Inspiring and thought provoking
Esther spoke with real passion, pleasure to hear
Good presentation
Very enthusiastic
Good explanation of how to successfully implement a new tool. Good
message. Keep it simple
Would have just liked to see the tool-too small. (Although not a problem
as I will look up online later)
This is the presentation I shall remember the most

Norfolk and Norwich Team







Good to see all areas have similar issues
and stats
Could not hear some of the presentation
Skipped through presentation as most of
the points already raised
Absolutely no point in putting up PowerPoints if they can’t be read! Confusing
presentation-What were the aims? What
was I supposed to have learnt?
Wonderful and informative

Claudia Checuti-Ganado








Very interesting and informative
Unable to read all PowerPoint slides!
Interesting, clear presentation on implementation and learning
Excellent. Wonderful presentation
Very useful to see exact examples of
what has been implemented
Really informative
How sharing good ideas form other
units helps

Sankara Narayanan














All


Great to hear some user stories, powerful and grounding. Feels
good that neonatal and maternity services are working together
more.



Parent experiences- very good insight.



Patient stories were fantastic. Shame no other trusts shared stories.




Well done
Excellent
Extensive work done. Could pick a few
ideas from the project
Useful QI methods used
Really informative. Great info and content
A lot of information should probably need
longer for me to look at
Good link to QI and Mat Neo project
Helpful info on measures
Excellent use of QI methodologies- fantastic presentation
Sankara had really thought deeply about
what he needed to present. Vey relevant.
Thank you
Good evidence of QI, well presented
Always informative. Good ideas used
much we can take away
Need more time to read slides
Very interesting. Wanted to know more!










Very enjoyable. Up to date and factual. I
hope this is an annual event



Brilliant day. Great to see so much improvement from last year. Some great work
to be proud of



Great to hear what is going on at other
units. Perhaps going forward-more joined
up projects across the region. Maybe the
LLS’s will help? I feel there is so much collective good work going on but find it is all
similar









Useful day-clear that there is a huge amount of
work going on in different areas and so important
that all the work is shared openly and widely. Venue was very hot!!
It was good to hear the work going on around us
in other units. We have several things we will take
away to introduce and implement
Great day. Very informative and educational










Lots of ideas to take forward and experiences shared
A good day. Thank you
Really useful to learn from other units.
A really great day with lots of examples. Will definitely be taking this
back
Useful points made in the sessions. Would be useful to have print
outs of sessions as some were very difficult to read.
Room was unpleasant, hot, dark and cramped. Good breakfast and
lunch
Excellent day. Many thanks








Great to hear some user stories, powerful
and grounding. Feels good that neonatal
and maternity services are working together more.
More analysis on avoidable cases and
strategies for these. Apart from addressing ‘avoidable term admissions’ we
should also look into ‘patient safety’ as
well
Always great but hard to hear feedback
from service users. Communication and
expectations are so important. Thank you
Patient stories were fantastic. Shame no
other trusts shared stories.

Informative, great platform for sharing learning
Really enjoyed the day. Well organised and lovely food. Thank you
Sometimes too repetitive but thank you. Great
day
Very good day
The ATAIN update did become a bit repetitive
Would prefer less time for registration and have a
coffee break between morning sessions. Thank
you-I have really enjoyed today. Very valuable
Excellent workshop. Would like more content on
breast feeding
A good supportive environment with common
goals. Great lunch and refreshments. Thank you

